The C- and the N-terminal regions of glycoprotein 41 ectodomain fuse membranes enriched and not enriched with cholesterol, respectively.
To infect target cells, HIV-1 employs a virally encoded transmembrane protein (gp41) to fuse its viral envelope with the target cell plasma membrane. We describe the gp41 ectodomain as comprised of N- and C-terminal subdomains, each containing a heptad repeat as well as a fusogenic region, whose organization is mirrored by the intervening loop region. Recent evidence indicates that the gp41 directed fusion reaction proceeds to initial pore formation prior to gp41 folding into its low energy hairpin conformation. This implies that exposed regions of the gp41 ectodomain are responsible for the bulk of the fusion work, probably through direct protein-membrane interactions. Prevalent fusion models contend that the gp41 ectodomain initially interacts with the target cell surface through its highly hydrophobic N terminus, which is believed to insert into the target membrane, thereby linking the virus to the target cell. This arrangement allows the N-terminal subdomain to interact with the target cell surface, whereas the C-terminal subdomain remains proximal to the virion, allowing interaction with the viral envelope. The composition of the viral envelope and the target cell surface differ due to the virus budding from raft microdomains. We show here that constructs corresponding to the C-terminal subdomain specifically destabilize ordered and cholesterol rich membranes (33 molar %), whereas the N-terminal subdomain is more effective in fusing both unordered cholesterol-free membranes and those containing lower amounts of cholesterol (10 molar %). Moreover we show that, in the context of the C-terminal subdomain, the heptad repeat contributes helical structure, which may describe the enhanced inhibitory effect of the C-terminal subdomain relative to the C-terminal heptad repeat (C34) alone. Our results are discussed in light of recent findings that showcase the role of exposed gp41 regions in effecting membrane fusion.